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Another
Failed
Sales
Process?
Stop the Finger Pointing
and Figure Out
What’s Really Ailing
Your Sales Approach
By Don Gray and Todd Hendries
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We’ve all heard stories of companies
that have implemented sales
process X or sales process Y and
reaped staggering returns on
investments. Yet, there’s a far-toocommon story that is not told as
often: that of companies investing
tens of thousands, even hundreds
of thousands, of dollars in a sales
process, yet coming away with little
to show for it except a frustrated
sales team, a boatload of training
manuals, some fresh sales jargon,
and maybe a sales force automation
tool that’s now an overpriced
desktop icon.
When it comes to placing blame
for these high-cost failures, fingers
automatically point to sales process
X or Y or to the sales leadership
that suggested the sales processes.
Is it any surprise that the average
tenure for sales vice presidents has
dwindled to a mere 19 months?
Why is it that a sales process
can be a dismal failure for one
organization and a smashing
success for another? The sales
process isn’t the problem.
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When organizations decide to
invest in a sales process, they are
acknowledging that they’re not
operating as effectively as they
could be. They bring in a new
process hoping it will magically cure
the issue.
More often than not, when a
sales process isn’t successful it
means the sales organization hasn’t
properly diagnosed what’s causing
their problem. It’s the equivalent
of expecting to run a marathon
with a broken leg because you
have the world’s best customized
running shoe. You may have the
finest equipment, but it isn’t going
to address the real cause of what’s
holding you back.
Unfortunately, we’ve witnessed
many organizations limp along with
undiagnosed sales issues, hoping
that sales process will instantly
solve them.
Here’s what we’ve observed:
❚ Their sales professionals fill
out paperwork without really
knowing why

❚ They’re unable to make a solid
sales forecast beyond 90 days
❚ Twenty percent of their sales
team makes 80 percent of their
revenues
❚ They don’t know why they
win or lose sales
❚ They’re being commoditized
❚ Their executive-level leadership
doesn’t know how the sales
process works
❚ There’s little understanding about
how lateral departments such as
marketing, operations, finance
and legal impact sales
If any of this is happening within
your organization, it isn’t the sales
process that’s the problem; it’s the
implementation of the sales process.
And if you think implementation
is merely two days of training with
frontline staff and a new sales force
automation tool, think again.
We witnessed the flavor-ofthe-day syndrome at another
organization – a leader in providing
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tools to financial institutions.
In five years, they tried three
different sales processes. They
believed each sales methodology
would provide a few “pearls” for
the sales team. The management
team did not become expert in
the processes and, of course,
could not coach or reward around
them. As a result, the sales team
determined that the only real
expectation was that they fill out
worksheets that accompanied
the various processes.
Sales results remained
unchanged because the
management team’s lack of
commitment undermined the
methodologies. Within five
years, management had
dismissed almost everything it
had invested in.
There are no fast and easy
solutions for improving sales.
If there was a silver bullet or a
precious pearl of wisdom that
instantly solved sales issues on
contact, you would see that one
sales process standing head and
shoulders above the rest.
The key to effective sales
process execution is properly
diagnosing where your sales
organization is hurting, and then
making sure it heals properly
by investing the time and effort
that’s necessary to properly
implement the sales process.
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Before imposing yet another process on your sales team, consider the following:
Only powerful leadership can drive change. The person driving change
must have credibility within the organization. This person must not only know
the sales organization inside and out, but also have a complete understanding
of the organization’s business operations and must thoroughly understand
the financial ramifications — across the organization — of anything that is
implemented. With this knowledge, the change leader can attain the respect of
two key audiences: the executive team and the sales team.
Organizational alignment is critical to effectively move forward.
There is no room for silos when implementing a new sales process. Everyone
who is impacted by sales must be involved from the outset. The process of
aligning corporate systems to sales methodology can reveal exciting avenues to
impact margins and revenues through discovering opportunities to shorten sales
cycles.
Alignment is especially critical when implementing sales force automation
tools: they should encompass all aspects of the organization – from marketing
to supply chain. If sales professionals are filling out separate reports on separate
systems for various departments to move the sales cycle ahead, there’s a problem.
Sales force automation should effectively combine everything every department
needs to know with an easy-to-use tool that’s easily accessible and easily
understood by everyone who touches sales.
From the C-suite to the frontline, expectations must be clearly and
precisely communicated. This makes it easy to see where you are in the sales
pipeline on any transaction. Everyone on your sales team will know precisely
which steps are to be completed to produce the results that advance the sale
to the next stage in the sales cycle. Along the way, there will continuously be
opportunities to speed up the sales cycle as you examine which deals were won
more efficiently. Keep in mind that the losses are just as important because
they provide opportunities to hone practices. Sales leadership, when coaching,
conducting reviews, and giving rewards, can speak strictly to the activities of each
stage, the results they produce, and the outcomes, thus lending critical objectivity
to the review process.
A sales process should open customers’ eyes to your value.
A well-implemented sales process effectively packages and presents your value
to the customer during every step of the sale. How does your sales process
help customers accomplish their goals? How does how you sell impact their
business? What does the customer value about their relationship with you? If
your margins are continually being pushed south, chances are your sales process
isn’t accomplishing this. An effectively implemented sales process will help you
qualify customers more effectively through the value you bring. A well-qualified
customer will see your value and price will be less of an issue.
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Behind Every Successful
Sales Process…
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